
Cubed Circle Newsletter 186 – Payback is...Less Important Than Anything Else

In this week's newsletter we cover all of the key components of quite the important news week, 
including the debuts of Samoa Joe on NXT and Kevin Owens on the main roster, what the nature of 
Joe's debut could mean for future indie signees, Ben looks at NXT Takeover with Sami Zayn/Kevin 
Owens and an outstanding Lynch/Banks title match, Payback 2015, RAW, and Ben extols the 
virtues of “as psychologically sound a match as you will ever see”, Bob Roop vs. Mike George 
from Mid-South December 1981!

– Ryan Clingman, Cubed Circle Newsletter Editor 

Hopes for WWE Product following Drab Payback Show?
Ryan Clingman 

My intent for this week's article was to discuss in-depth WWE's Payback event from last Sunday, 
however, it would seem that the show was fairly uneventful in comparison to other put on this 
week. It was a decent show, although was hindered by many of the issues plaguing Extreme Rules 
that we discussed a few weeks ago, namely the homogeneous nature of the matches and lack of 
creativity. Of course, Payback's main event was far better than Extreme Rules, as WWE has 
presented some excellent multi-man matches this year, but looking at the shows match-for-match, 
with the exception of Cesaro/Kidd versus the New Day, they were essentially at the same level.

A major difference, however, did exist in the form of the Rusev/Cena match, which may very well 
be the worst major match to occur in 2015 –  the essence of a terrible action movie projected into a 
wrestling ring. And this, coupled with the Wyatt/Ryback match served to offset the tag title 
contributions elsewhere on the show.

What is far more noteworthy than anything from that particular show, was its indirect fallout the 
following night on RAW. For the eyes of a fan but five years ago much of what happened on the 
show would have been relegated to the realm of pure fantasy, with the former Jon Moxley and 
Kevin Steen taking centre stage on the company's main weekly television show. Even for 2015 
sensibilities the events of Monday were surreal, with Kevin Owens not only making his main roster 
WWE debut, something in and of itself unlikely based on his look and management's opinion on 
performers with his body type, but also laying John Cena out (the United States champion, too an 
unbelievable fact) on his first TV appearance. Elsewhere, Dean Ambrose was positioned for the 
main event of the company's next pay-per-view (a show that won't be, at all, a pay-per-view), his 
first time as a single in a one-on-one contest.
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These two occurrences were surreal enough, but then on NXT TakeOver, following Owens' 
destruction of Sami Zayn, Samoa Joe, as Samoa Joe(!), debuted for the company, without a contract
and with indie dates still upcoming, facing off with Owens. If the two prior events would be 
considered improbable in the modern context, Joe's debut, particularly in this manner, is all but 
unheard of in a modern context –  barely imaginable before it took place. Joe is now the first 
performer in well over one and a half decades, to appear on one of the company's shows –  albeit on
the Network –  with a major push, his real name, and no contract. I fail to recall any post-1998 
occurrence of this. Whether or not this is just a set of dates with Joe's future to be determined, 
which I would deem unlikely, or the second Balor-esque NXT contract signing is unknown. 
Regardless of the origins of his debut, it would seem that the name "Samoa Joe", despite appearing 
in TNA for approximately a decade, is one that he will remain with for his entire tenure, as "Samoa 
Joe" shirts, with which Joe debuted, have already sold out on wwe.com, as Ben mentioned in his 
TakeOver report.

Prior to the circulation of rumours of WWE interest in Joe following his departure from TNA earlier
this year, the probability of a Joe signing looked to be exceedingly low. His peak, at least creatively 
and artistically, many would argue, came during the 2004-2007/8 period, his body type is one that 
they have traditionally only wanted but a couple of, they already have Owens and Wyatt, and of 
course he has spent a large portion of his career in TNA, which has historically been a major 
negative for those looking to join the company who hadn't worked there before. But, for whatever 
reason, Joe has shown a great deal of career confidence this year, quitting TNA over pay, touring 
briefly with Ring of Honor, and now somehow, managing to get on the Network without a deal, 
indie dates still pending, and all with the name he has been using since 2001. The last major name 
who was granted the later opportunity was CM Punk, who along with Joe were recommended by 
Mick Foley in the mid-2000s after Foley attended some Ring of Honor events. There have been 
rumours for years that Cena has pulled for Joe to get a job with the company, due to a still existing 
gratitude he has for Joe dating back to their 2000-2001 UWF tenure.
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Joe's signing bares with it a very relevant question for prospective and future signees –  did the 
signing of Fergal Devitt set a precedent? It was Devitt, after all, who was signed to and still is on a 
far larger than average developmental contract, has been given much of the creative assets of his 
later New Japan run, with Balor Club all but guaranteed for the main roster, and may very well be 
pushed as a top star from the onset with the company. Could this be a future trend for those with 
great international experience and recognition? If so, this would only serve to reward highly-skilled 
international talent, and  benefit the business as a whole.

The reason for this change in mind-set for the company –  from "your in the big leagues now, kid" 
to offering far more attractive deals –  may have been sparked by a number of factors. A major 
contributor may very well be the substantial increase in the number of well-paying relatively high 
exposure jobs with New Japan, Lucha Underground, Ring of Honor, the indies, and perhaps Global 
Force Wrestling soon. Performers working in such places will certainly not make the money of an 
upper-tier performer on the main roster, but as the Briscoes and Young Bucks can attest, a big indie 
name can make far more than someone on a regular developmental deal, which greatly increases 
WWE's incentive to offer perks to potentially major signees, as someone like Samoa Joe could 
make a very good living off of indies, ROH, and perhaps even Japan, rather than struggle like a 
freshly debuted performer in NXT. Contributing to this mindset may be the disparity between the 
success of home-grown talent,  Bray Wyatt and Reigns standing as a key exceptions,  and those who
emerged from elsewhere such as Bryan, Rollins, Ambrose, Harper, Owens, Neville, Cesaro, Zayn, 
Balor, and Punk prior to last year's departure.

Whilst in the first paragraph of this article I mentioned the homogeneous nature of WWE's pay-per-
views, as discussed a few weeks ago, this may change in time. A positive of the Network as a 
platform, is that with the lack of incentive to put on quality shows and build effectively to them also
comes a much lighter penalty for risk, which is why a performer like Owens has been given the 
opportunity to appear on the Elimination Chamber pay-per-view in a few weeks, something that 
simply wouldn't have happened during the time of pay-per-view. What is more is that had 
Elimination Chamber, or any show that Owens happened to debut on in a key position, done badly 
in terms of buys, the blame would have been immediately shifted to Owens, who would have been 
cast with the "can't draw money" label. The circumvention, total or otherwise, of many of these 
problems is one of the Network's most major positives for the company and business, which lie 
alongside many of its flaws in that regard.

Steen may very well have the rocket strapped to him, although caution must still be advised with 
respect to the raising of expectations. This is the WWE we are talking about, and unless this past 
week's happenings are the first set of events signalling the passing of the guard from Vince to 
Hunter, unlikely albeit possible, then men such as Owen's, and indeed Samoa Joe, Balor, and Zayn, 
will all face many of the same hurdles as those who came before them –  they are guaranteed to 
face, at the very least. Still, their forbearers, namely Punk and Bryan, faced hardships of a far more 
severe kind, and yet their talent still shone through to the extent that they became two of the biggest 
stars of this generation. Conversely, the Cesaros of the world are still shackled firmly to the ground. 
However, with the removal of some restraints and the ever increasing influence of Triple H, even 
the most hardened of sceptics must possess some degree of optimism towards the product, at least 
in comparison to the hopeless wasteland which was the past year of programming. Whether this 
optimism is unfounded is still very much unclear. Regardless, the happenings of this week were 
more positive than anything the company has produced in the past year. Let's ignore the fact that 
this past week's pay-per-view was all but completely unnoteworthy, wrestling is about suspension of
disbelief after all; take what you can get. 
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WWE Payback May 24th 2015
Royal Farms Arena, Baltimore, Maryland
Ryan Clingman 

1. Dolf Ziggler vs. Sheamus
 
Sheamus took control of Ziggler from the onset for some unremarkable heat. The fans chanted "you
look stupid" at Sheamus as the announcers blabbered on non-nonsensically. This Baltimore crowd 
was into Dolf's comeback and Ziggler gave Sheamus a stink face in the corner, which Sheamus 
oversold dramatically. This crowd bought a fameasser for a big nearfall. "Let's go Ziggler" chants 
rang loud as the announcers took close to no notice. Ziggler fought out of the cloverleaf. The 
obligatory "this is awesome" chant ensued. Ziggler landed a big super kick following an Ishii-esque 
headbutt on Sheamus, which busted him open wider than anyone in the company on a televised 
event since Lesnar in 2012, but Sheamus kicked out and landed a brogue kick to a kneeling Ziggler 
for the win. It is understandable given sponsorship deals and the like that blood isn't made a focal 
point, but the announcers ignoring it completely here was idiotic.
*** ¼ 
 
Kane and Rollins delivered, terribly, some horrendously written, numbing, and overly verbose 
dialogue. This was followed by a Takeover trailer for the Unstoppable show.
 
The New Day cut an overtly heelish on thinking positively, pointed out a Baltimore baseball player 
in the crowd, and told him to think positively and not be depressed that the Orioles hadn't won a 
World Series in over thirty years.
 
2. WWE Tag Team Championship 2 out of 3 Fall Match
Big E & Kofi Kingston w/Xavier Woods vs. Cesaro & Tyson Kidd w/ Natalya
 
JBL agreed with the New Day on the topic of the local baseball team, clearly forgetting that no one 
in the arena could hear him, rendering his statement completely ineffective. Kidd got the first fall on
Kingston with a dropkick into Kingston in the giant swing – at least this was an effective move 
under usual circumstances. Woods tried to enter the match, but was declined by the referee and 
pulled off of the apron by Natalya before taking a flying cannonball from Kidd off of the apron. Big
E missed a dive, which is asking for trouble for a man his size. E caught Kidd who looked for 
another dive and dropped him with a belly to belly suplex on the outside. E then landed a spear 
through the ropes on Cesaro, which was, once more, ill-advised. Kingston/E landed a combination 
dive for the second fall with Cesaro out on the floor. Cesaro whipped Kofi from one diagonal 
turnbuckle to the other landing running uppercuts. Kingston kicked out of a springboard assisted 
neck breaker from Kidd. Cesaro threw E over the announce table and was tagged in for a giant 
uppercut. Xavier then rolled in for a small package which the referee counted. Everyone was 
fantastic here, Xavier got heat on the mic and was highly entertaining on the floor, the work was 
crisp, and the finish, whilst dirty, was still creative.
*** ½ 
 
 
Byron Saxton asked Ryback some generic question, and got as response of the same sort.
 
3. Ryback vs. Bray Wyatt
 
This shouldn't have gone long – but it did. Wyatt crushed Ryback with a back senton off of the 
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apron in the first major spot of the match. Surprisingly, several minutes into this numbingly boring 
affair, a "Let's go Wyatt"/"feed me more" chant broke out. The pair continued to work hard with 
Ryback landing a frog splash from the very top. Wyatt then sent Ryback into an “inadvertently” 
exposed buckle for the win.
** ½ 
 
There was a Money in the Bank infomercial parody and trailer for the Stone Cold podcast with Paul
Heyman coming up this Monday.
 
4. I Quit Match for the WWE US Title
John Cena vs. Rusev w/Lana
 
Sadly the redundant use of the word, "literally", crept  into the announcement of the stipulation by 
the new ring announcer lady –  "make your opponent literally say I quit". Perhaps Kevin Dunn was 
attempting to be trendy. There was a stand off to duelling chants, Rusev grabbed the mic and told 
Cena to quit, the consequences should be obvious. As Rusev and Cena plodded on the crowd 
chanted for Lana. Rusev ordered Lana, who was sitting submissively at ringside, to bring him his 
flag. Rusev continued to man handle Cena throwing him into steps positioned in the turnbuckle. 
Cena popped up with an AA on the steps –  this is not how you win an "I quit” match. Rusev 
couldn't answer the question; they kept on going. Cena yelled in the most hilarious fashion "I am 
going to put you through this wall, do you understand me?". They brawled in the crowd some; no 
fun it was. A table misbehaved, toppling – Rusev sold a shot with a miscellaneous steel object like a
gunshot wound in a 70s Turkish action movie. Cena took an Alabama slam through the table. Cena 
threw Rusev into some stuff –  it exploded as Cena, the consummate good guy, looked concerned 
for the evil Bulgarian's life. Lana rushed in looking as concerned as Cena. Cena took a slam on a 
guardrail and Rusev, who was seemingly on the verge of tears, was locked in the camel clutch. Cena
passed out, which Rusev took as a victory. Rusev, with Cena still dead, undid the top rope and 
poured cold water on him for the bad movie torture scene. Cena broke free and locked in an STF 
with the top rope. Rusev yelled something in Bulgarian, which Lana interpreted as him quitting. 
This was easily the worst major match of the year.
- ¼ *
 
The New Day toasted their victory with some milk. Saxton announced that they would be defending
their titles in the first tag team Elimination Chamber, which led to the obligatory milk spitting spot.
 
5. The Bella Twins vs. Naomi & Tamina
 
Tamina and Naomi had the heat on Brie. Nikki's managed to bump on her face off of a dropkick 
following the hot tag. Naomi pinned Nikki off of a distraction.
**
 
There was a trailer for 'Swerved', a 'Pranked' style show with WWE talent. Rusev was pacing in the 
back screaming at Lana.
 
6. Bad News Barrett vs. Neville
 
Barrett's royal coat looked amazingly cheap. About five or so minutes in Neville landed a corkscrew
tope to the floor. Neville won via count out and was attacked after the match –  pointless. Neville 
ended up landing the Red Arrow anyway. Why this couldn't have happened during the match is 
behind my comprehension.
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**
 
Only about 80% of the Tough enough videos this week were aired for the strict purpose of complete
humiliation. Thanks Lance!
 
7. WWE Championship Match
Seth Rollins w/ Kane & J&J Security vs. Dean Ambrose vs. Randy Orton vs. Roman Reigns

 
JBL needs to brush up on his counting theory, as he stated that there exists a 1000 possible 
pinner/pinee combinations –  81 and 1000 are not equal, everyone! Reigns landed a dive over the 
top to the floor onto the other three men. Ambrose and Reigns double teamed Rollins. Ambrose 
killed Rollins with a jawbreaker lariat, but was choke slammed by Mr. Love-handles and kicked 
out. Orton landed a superplex and ran wild which led to a phenomenal spot. Rollins yelled "put him 
through the table" and THE SHIELD landed a triple powerbomb through the table.  Reigns and 
Ambrose then turned on Rollins for a super pop, they went for a power bomb through the Spanish 
table, but Kane ran in, and he took a power bomb onto Rollins. The table didn't break leading to 
feverous “one more time” chants; the table broke the second time. Reigns and Ambrose smirked 
getting ready to go one on one. They traded strikes with Ambrose far and away the more over of the
two, Ambrose avoided the superman punch for a roll-up for a nearfall, a super man punch for two 
followed. The two exchanged counters, Ambrose took a spear, but Rollins broke it up. Reigns laid 
out J&J. Ambrose landed a jawbreaker lariat on Reigns and a DDT on Rollins, but Kane pulled him 
out and nailed both he and Reigns with the steps. Reigns took a chokeslam on the steps, but Orton 
pushed him into the post. Orton landed RKOs on J&J and caught a midair Rollins in a power slam. 
Orton was pushed into Kane, but Rollins landed the pedigree for the win.
****
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RAW Ramblings – May 18th 2015
Richmond Coliseum: Richmond, VA.
Ben Carass. 

Kevin Owens laid out John Cena on his RAW debut. Just when you think the WWE and Vince 
McMahon have completely lost touch with reality they pull a segment like this out of thin air and 
manage to drum up more interest in their product after one angle than the past two months of TV 
combined. Although if I had to guess I’m sure Triple H had more than just a hand in this deal. 
Owens came out for the US title open challenge, NXT title in tow, and thrived on the big stage in 
front of a live international television audience. He played his arrogant, cocky heel persona up 
perfectly and even managed to plug his match with Sami Zayn at NXT Takeover on Wednesday. 
Cena tried to offer Owens some “veteran advice” but Owens stated that he had been doing this 
longer than Cena, which got a nice reaction from the crowd, then told Cena he would not be 
accepting the US title challenge but said they were going to fight “someday” on Owens’ terms. 
(Turns out “someday” was a lot sooner than anyone thought.) Owens was mid-sentence when he 
dropped Cena with a kick and left him lying with the pop-up powerbomb. The segment ended with 
Owens standing over the fallen Cena and he disrespectfully stood on the US title while holding the 
NXT strap in the air. Everything about the angle was just perfect and almost restored my faith in the
WWE; almost. Later in the show, Triple H congratulated Owens in the back and said he was 
“proud” of him. Renee showed up to get a word with Owens and Kev challenged Cena to a match 
at Elimination Chamber. So the line, “we are going to fight someday”, which seemed like a seed 
that could be revisited in six-months, or at least for SummerSlam, was actually a tease for a show in
two weeks. Still, Owens’ debut was up there for best WWE angle of the whole year and they 
instantly made him a star in one night. Now, what they do at Elimination Chamber is another story. 
If Cena just vanquishes the monster heel in his debut match then that cannot be good for Owens. 
But unlike every NXT call-up before him, Owens was presented as a main eventer and 
automatically got himself over at that level in one night. I just hope they don’t undo all that good 
work at Elimination Chamber. 

The rest of the show was actually not too bad, by recent standards at least, however the opening 
segment took 15 minutes for HHH & Stephane, who was back from her fellowship gimmick, to 
announce the IC title would be defended in the Elimination Chamber and to book Ryback vs. 
Sheamus in the opener. Steph also took her usual unnecessary shots at Daniel Bryan for vacating 
the title and HHH announced Sheamus & Ryback as the first two guys in the Chamber. Sheamus 
pinned Ryback with the Brogue kick at 10:00 after feigning an eye injury. There was a NASTY 
spot where Ryback carelessly dumped Sheamus on the announce table; CM Punk was somewhere
laughing manically. Later on it was revealed that the full IC title Chamber match would be 
comprised of: Dolph Ziggler, Rusev, Ryback, Sheamus, King Barrett, R-Truth. Yes, R-Truth. 
Main event segment was a goofy, “Architect of a Dream” celebration for Seth Rollins thrown by 
the Authority. Dean Ambrose crashed the party and demanded a one-on-one WWE title match 
with Rollins at Elimination Chamber. Steph told Seth to “get him”, but Ambrose ended up putting 
a beating on Rollins and J&J Security then revealed a conveniently placed pile of cinderblocks at 
ringside. Ambrose threatened to smash Seth’s head through them just like Rollins did to him and 
Stephanie finally caved and gave Ambrose his title match. After some more brawling with Kane 
& J&J, Rollins came back and laid Ambrose out with a Pedigree to close the show. The angle 
wasn’t great, but Ambrose getting the title shot is a huge step up from say, Kane, who over the past
few weeks appeared to be the next in line for Rollins with all the stupid phony babyface turn teases.
Randy Orton and Roman Reigns were not on the show at all; Orton wasn’t mentioned at all and 
they hyped Reigns’ return on SmackDown. 
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Earlier on, Ambrose lost to Bray Wyatt in 13:30 when J&J Security hit the ring to cause the 
distraction. It was a decent TV match, but not as good as some of their efforts from last year. I guess
Wyatt is being built up for someone else now his feud with Ryback is mercifully over. Who that 
could be however is beyond me at this point. Papa Shango, maybe? 

There was some Russo-esque booking with Rusev & Lana. First, the two were involved in a 
segment where Lana tried to apologise for costing Rusev the “I Quit” match with Cena. Rusev 
was having none of it and kicked Lana to the curb, telling her to “go back to wherever she came 
from.” Later, after Dolph Ziggler had squashed Stardust in 1:20, Dolph cut a promo about how 
“chicks dig scars” – referring to the gash on his head he gave himself the night before. Lana 
strutted out, with her best bashful facials and kissed Ziggler. The fans chanted “One more time” 
and the two kissed again. Rusev stormed out like a man possessed: “SOMEBODY GONNA DIE!” 
remarked Booker T, hilariously. Lana slapped Rusev before any murdering could take place and 
Ziggler gave poor Rusev the Zig-zag and left with his woman. – To me, this whole thing was a 
blatant swerve-a-rific angle just to set up Lana screwing over Ziggler and helping Rusev win the 
IC title. I also couldn’t help but feel bad for Miroslav Barnyashev, who would be wise to pull a 
HHH and put the kibosh on this whole deal as quickly as possible. Sadly for him though, he clearly 
doesn’t have the pull to nix an angle like the crafty Trips did with the Stephanie/Eric Bischoff 
Halloween 2002 kiss. 

Elsewhere: Neville did an in-ring interview with Renee and tried his best to enunciate in order to 
disguise his thick Geordie accent. He failed. Bo Dallas came out, because Neville is now feuding 
with him, and attacked Neville’s knee. Bo was on commentary for Neville’s match with King 
Barrett, which Barrett won in 7:06 after the injured knee came into play. Bo went after Neville’s 
injured knee afterwards and wrapped it around the ring post. New Day defended the Tag titles 
against Kidd & Cesaro again, but it ended in a DQ when New Day were DQ’d for kicking too 
much ass, the worst finish ever. Post-match, The Lucha Dragons, Los Matadores, The Ascension 
(!) & The Prime Time Players all made run-ins for a cluster of a brawl, with everyone hitting 
dives and such. There was no official announcement, but clearly these are the teams in the Tag title 
Chamber match. Newly reunited, Luke Harper & Erick Rowan squashed Zack Ryder & 
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Fandango in 3:25. I guess Harper & Rowan are being kept out of the Chamber so they can face 
the winners down the road, but because of that we have to see the Ascension in a major PPV match!
Nikki Bella put the Divas title on the line against Naomi. Tamina hit the ring for the DQ at 6:30 
then Paige returned to clean house and even laid out Nikki with her DDT. 

Here’s the card for Elimination Chamber so far:

WWE Championship: Seth Rollins (C) vs. Dean Ambrose.
WWE US Championship: John Cena (C) vs. NXT Champion Kevin Owens.
IC Championship, Elimination Chamber: Dolph Ziggler, Rusev, Ryback, Sheamus, King 
Barrett, R-Truth.
Tag Team Championship, Elimination Chamber: New Day (C), Kidd & Cesaro, Lucha 
Dragons, Los Matadores, The Ascension, Prime Time Players.

In the 50 days from April 26th to June 14th WWE will have run, Extreme Rules, King of the Ring, 
Payback, Elimination Chamber and Money in the Bank. That equates to a Network special every 10
days, but I suppose with WWE all but abandoning traditional PPV they could run a special every 
week if they wanted to. Still, it seems like too much in a short space of time for anything to really 
have any impact.

RAW Ratings for May 11th & May 18th 2015
Ryan Clingman 

For the sake of readability, I have decided to slightly modify the format of the ratings section whilst
making minimal changes to its content 
 
May 11th : 

Last week's edition of RAW, whilst recovering slightly from the week prior, still drew one of the
lowest ratings of the year thus far a 2.67 and an average of 3.68 million viewers over three hours.
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This is noteworthy, as this show featured the advertised return of the authority, as well as Bryan's
title announcement, which was, admittedly, only announced 20 or so minutes before RAW went on
the air. The third hour drew particularly badly, in fact, it was the second least watched 22:00-23:00
hour since 1997, including holidays and editions of the programming during football season. A
positive here, however, is that the 18-49 demo didn't fall to nearly the same depths as the overall
viewership, and that demographic is the one that advertisers pay the most attention to – by far. Even
if the third hour is a major revenue source, if this downward trend continues modifications will need
to be made, at least of some sort. The show went up against the NBA play-off games. 

20:00-21:00: 3.824 Overall – 1.61 million viewers 18-49
21:00-22:00: 3.853 Overall – 1.53 million viewers 18-49
22:00-23:10  3.385 Overall – 1.45 million viewers 18-49

May 18th :

Following the 2015 Payback show, the RAW ratings this week “bounced back” from the slump of
weeks prior drawing an acceptable 2.87 rating and an average of 3.98 million viewers. Unlike over
the past few weeks this week's show didn't not go against an NBA play-off game. Whilst it drew a
2.87 rating and 3.98 million viewers, they declined ever so slightly over the three hours. But, in
comparison to preview weeks the drop-off may be considered negligible, at least in terms of overall
viewership. 

20:00-21:00 4.001 Overall – 1.71 million viewers 18-49
21:00-22:00 4.001 Overall – 1.66 million viewers 18-49
22:00-23:13 3.995 Overall – 1.64 million viewers 18-49

Thanks as always to @Weffe for the 18-49 data! 

NXT Takeover: Unstoppable – May 20th 2015
Full Sail University: Winter Park, FL. 
Ben Carass

The big news coming out of Takeover: Unstoppable is the WWE debut of Samoa Joe, who came 
out to have a stare-down with Kevin Owens after his title defence against Sami Zayn. Joe, who 
apparently is not under an NXT developmental contract and still has indie dates left to fulfil, 
appears to have worked out quite a sweet deal for himself. He gets to keep his name that he has 
built up for over 13 years, despite TNA doing their utmost to ruin it, he’s essentially working as a 
free agent or like a major star in the territory days coming in for a couple of shots, and within 
minutes of his debut his new t-shirt had already sold-out on WWE.com.  It’s unclear where this 
arrangement will lead; clearly he is going to work at least one match, presumably with Kevin 
Owens, but where things go from there is anybody’s guess. Obviously Joe would make a great 
addition to thin and increasingly stale main roster, however at 36 who is to say that the decision 
makers will take a chance on him. In 2004, after attending a couple of ROH shows, Mick Foley 
would tell anyone who would listen in WWE that the two guys they should sign were Samoa Joe 
and CM Punk. The case could be made that WWE are 11 years late to the party with Joe, who was 
one of the hottest guys in the business during his ROH title run from 03-04. But still, the WWE has 
access to him now and with any luck they will work out a deal that eventually gets Joe in the main 
event mix on the main roster. 

Elsewhere on the show, Sasha Banks and Becky Lynch put on maybe the best of all the women’s 
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matches we’ve seen on the Takeover specials. It’s hard to say whether it was the greatest, as 
Charlotte/Sasha and Charlotte/Natalya were just phenomenal, however Banks & Lynch easily 
had the match of the night which can stand right alongside all the other ****+  NXT women’s 
matches, and maybe just edge it depending on what you want from your wrestling. The Kevin 
Owens/Sami Zayn main event turned into an angle, but the match itself delivered exactly what was
needed for the storyline between the two former best friends. After their first match in February, I 
mentioned that Zayn & Owens refrained from putting on a stunt-filled, spot laden ROH type match
and told a story befitting of the program’s narrative, which is precisely what they did again here. To 
me, a match that furthers a program through telling the right story at the right time is just as 
entertaining as a match full of highspots and head-dropping. Another great thing about the booking 
of the main event, and the show overall, is that it set up at least 5 potential matches for Owens. 
When was the last time the WWE champion had that kind of treatment? The rest of the show was 
average at best and until the women came out it was undoubtedly the weakest of all the Takeover 
shows, even with the girls tearing down the house and the debut of Samoa Joe the show never 
reached the heights of previous specials. Regardless, everyone needs to watch at least the last hour 
for the women’s match, the main event and of course, Samoa Joe. 

Match-by-Match:

The pre-show opened up with Renee Young using the Owen Hart voice and she explained that 
Hideo Itami was out of the #1 contenders three-way because of an incident earlier in the day. They 
aired some “fan shot” video with a “fan” approaching Enzo Amore & Big Cass as they arrived at 
the building. A commotion was going on off screen and the “fan” ran over to find Itami laid out 
behind his car, with a couple of random guys, one of whom told the “fan” to beat it, checking on 
him. Kevin Owens strolled past with his bags and said, “That’s a shame”. I really loved the angle, 
as it was like the deal with the Horsemen breaking Dusty Rhodes’ arm, or perhaps more accurately
the Smokey Mountain angle with the mother and her little girl getting autographs off the Thrill 
Seekers and the Heavenly Bodies showed up to put a beating on the pretty boys. The “fan shot” 
style of video was a breath of fresh air and felt way more genuine than if they would have just shot 
Itami being jumped with the professional TV cameras. The pre-show panel geeks of Corey Graves
& Byron Saxton speculated that Kevin Owens might have had something to do with it. 

#1 Contenders Match: Finn Balor vs. Tyler Breeze. – Balor over in 11:30. Both guys got special 
entrances. Breeze came out and got the full runway treatment, complete with four girls who took 
selfies with him on his way to the ring. Balor did his usual Demon entrance, however he wore a 
pair of wings and had spikes running down his back. Match was a basic opener for the most part. It 
picked up when Balor made his comeback and they did a few near-falls; Balor kicked out of the 
Beauty Shot which the crowd popped big for. They ended up on the floor and Balor dove off the 
stage with a crossbody; it was a cool spot, but not deserving of the, “Please don’t die” or “Holy 
Sh*t” chants. Finish saw Balor hit the double stomp to get the pin. – Decent opener, entrances were
awesome. ** ¾ 

Charlotte & Bayley vs. Dana Brooke & Emma. – Charlotte & Bayley in 6:51. This wasn’t 
particularly good. Brooke is still very green and appears to be trying way too hard; hey, at least 
she’s trying I guess. Emma had a new heel look, which consisted of darker hair, gear and, yes, 
lipstick. Bayley sold for the heat and Charlotte made the comeback. There was a blown spot with 
Dana being out of position to break up Charlotte’s Figure Four and she had to stand and wait for 
Bayley to give her a belly-to-belly. Charlotte pinned Emma with the natural selection. * ¾ 

Rhyno vs. Baron Corbin. – Corbin via pinfall at 7:15. I wasn’t expecting much from this, but 
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Rhyno worked very hard to carry Corbin to a passible match. Fans turned on Baron and chanted 
“Corbin sucks.” It was mostly a back-and-forth mean-guy affair, with both guys pounding on each 
other and hitting a couple of power moves. Finish saw Corbin avoid the Gore and hit his Flatliner. 
– HHH is clearly high on Corbin, but he’s got “main roster failure” written all over him. ** ¼ 

NXT Tag Team Championship: Blake & Murphy (C) vs. Enzo Amore & Colin Cassady 
w/Carmella.  – Blake & Murphy retained in 8:50. This was also better than I expected and 
probably the best match the New Yorker crew have ever had. Faces shone early then Enzo sold for 
the heat. Blake & Murphy hit a nice powerbomb/lung-blower combo. Enzo landed a jumping 
DDT off the ropes on Murphy; Big Cass ran wild off the hot tag and hit his signature moves. He 
tagged Enzo back in and went for the Rocket Launcher, but Alexa Bliss ran down and attacked 
Carmella. Cass was distracted and took a superkick and Bliss crotched Enzo on the top rope, 
which led to Blake getting the pin. – Heel Alexa Bliss? Err, OK. Hey, it’s developmental and they 
can try anything they want. At least they built it up on TV first, unlike say TNA and how they 
turned Taryn Terrell out of nowhere. ** ¾ 

Before the semi-main, we got the now customary “big match” treatment, with the tension-building 
music and shots of both women at Gorilla before they walked out. It really added a lot to the 
presentation. 

NXT Women’s Championship: Sasha Banks (C) vs. Becky Lynch. – Banks retained at 15:33 of 
an awesome match. Becky had some new orange hair and worked as the babyface. The psychology 
here was tremendous. Becky went for her Nagata armbar early, but Sasha escaped. Becky went 
after the arm some more, but Sasha cut her off by delivering an arm whip on the apron to start the 
heat. Banks used a Regal Cutter and worked her straitjacket neck-tie hold. Sasha sent Becky’s bad 
shoulder into the buckle then worked an armbar and went all American Dragon by standing on it 
to bend it back at a nasty angle. Becky powered out of an armbar into a one armed Ocean Cyclone 
suplex-type move as the transition to her comeback and ran wild on Banks, but Sasha cut her off 
and got a near-fall after her lucha armdrag and a pair of running knees in the corner.  Becky gave 
Sasha a taste of her own medicine by sending her shoulder into the ring post then working over the 
arm with holds and eventually getting Nagata’s Shirome Shiki armbar. Banks got to the ropes and 
sent Becky outside then went for a tope. Becky was supposed to catch her, but she is not Cesaro so 
it didn’t quite work, however she recovered well and powered Banks up then slammed her into the 
steps. Finish was great, as Becky rolled Sasha back inside and went up top, however Banks 
recovered and ran up the ropes to hit a super double-knee armbreaker then used the Banks 
Statement to get the submission. – The storytelling was just phenomenal. There is a Bob 
Roop/Mike George match in my Mid-South TV review this week which I heavily praised for 
being, “as psychologically sound a match as you will ever see”.  I thought such a match, with the 
face shining, the heel cheating to get the advantage and the face coming back to give the heel a taste
of his own medicine was a lost art. However Becky and Sasha did exactly that, only they modified 
it for a 2015 audience, with a bunch of highspots and such. This is one match that everybody needs 
to see; there is already talk of it being a MOTY candidate. I don’t know if I would go that far, but as
far as women’s matches go, it will be incredibly difficult for any North American company to put 
on a better women’s match than this. **** ½ 

NXT Championship: Kevin Owens (C) vs. Sami Zayn. – Apparent No-Contest at about 13:00.  
This wasn’t so much a match as it was a brawl and an angle, but it was what it needed to be. Owens
wore a John Cena US title t-shirt. In a role reversal from their first match, Sami Zayn took pretty 
much the whole thing and beat the hell out of Owens. They did the walk-and-brawl for about 3 
minutes before heading back to the ring where Sami got some near-falls with the Blue Thunder 
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bomb and a half-and-half suplex. Owens countered a tornado DDT into a backbreaker, but Sami 
came back with an Exploder into the corner then went for the Yakuza kick. Owens rolled outside 
and Sami gave him another Exploder on the floor, however Owens countered the follow-up with 
the pop-up powerbomb on the apron at 8:40 and Sami sold like death. Some referees and the doctor
ran out to check on Sami, but Owens kept on going back and beating on Zayn. The refs pulled 
Owens away at least 3 times and the crowd chanted, “Let them fight.” Eventually, Owens brushed 
off all the refs and rolled Sami back in the ring but William Regal came down and fish-hooked 
Owens to stop the beating. Owens dropped Regal with a headbutt then grabbed a chair and nailed 
Sami, however some knock-off Godzilla music played and the people knew exactly what was 
coming, as they chanted for “Joe.” Samoa Joe walked out and the place went crazy with chants of, 
“Joe’s gonna kill you.” Joe got in the ring and had an intense stare-down with Owens, who backed 
off and left with his NXT title. Fans chanted, “Thank you, Joe” and Joe soaked up the adulation as 
the show closed. – The only thing I have to criticise about the match was that there was no 
announcement or anything regarding the outcome, however the way the refs and doctor ran out to 
check on Zayn instead of just calling for the bell like in a normal match made it seem like they 
were genuinely concerned for Sami’s life. Regal not being able to control the monster Owens was 
awesome and an even bigger, meaner monster coming out to stop him was fantastic. Even though 
the match itself was only about 9 minutes or so (before all the post-match shenanigans), it was hard-
hitting and fun while it lasted, plus they set up at least 5 potential matches for Owens coming out of
this show. *** ¾ 

There’s John Cena, who Owens is facing at Elimination Chamber. Finn Balor, who earned at shot 
at the NXT title on the same show. Hideo Itami, who Owens may or may not have attacked in the 
parking lot to stop him from becoming the #1 contender. William Regal, who took a headbutt and 
could work a hell of a match with Owens if he so desired. And of course Sami Zayn, who no doubt
warrants another rematch for the NXT title. Go out of your way to see the women’s match and the 
main event. It wasn’t an all-time classic show by any means, but the last hour is one of the most fun
times I’ve had watching pro wrestling, at least WWE produced pro wrestling, in a long time. 
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NXT TV Tapings – May 21st 2015.
Full Sail University: Winter Park, FL. 

Taped for May 27th 

Kevin Owens came out to Sami Zayn's music and talk about Sami Zayn, John Cena & Samoa Joe. 
William Regal showed up and they went back-and-forth. Solomon Crowe came down and Regal 
booked Owens vs. Crowe in the main event. Emma w/Dana Brooke over Bayley. Emma & Brooke 
jumped Bayley afterwards, so Charlotte ran out for save but Brooke laid her out and the heels stood 
tall. Blake & Murphy w/ Alexa Bliss downed Elias Samson & Mike Rallis. Post-match, Bliss hit her
goody splash on Rallis. Finn Balor over Tye Dillinger. Kevin Owens squashed Solomon Crowe then
set up for the powerbomb on the apron. Samoa Joe came out and chased Owens off.

Taped for June 3rd 

Tyler Breeze over Adam Rose. Greg Hamilton interviewed Eva Marie on the stage. Crowd chanted 
you can't wrestle" and she said she be part of the NXT women’s division. Alexa Bliss w/ Blake 
Murphy beat Carmella w/ Enzo Amore & Big Cass. The Vaudevillains downed Marcus Louis & 
Jason Jordan. Finn Balor beat Rhyno. Post-match, Rhyno gored Balor on the stage and the trainers 
came out to check on Balor.

Taped for June 10th 

Zack Ryder & Mojo Rawley over Elias Sampson & Mike Wallace. Emma beat Blue Pants. Tyler 
Breeze downed Bull Dempsey.  Becky Lynch tapped Jessie McKay with the Nagata armbar. Baron 
Corbin squashed Angelo Dawkins. Samoa Joe made his in-ring debut and beat Scott Dawson with 
the muscle buster. Kevin Owens was on commentary. They had a face-off afterwards and Owens 
said Joe should thank him for not choking him out. Owens called Joe an NXT rookie and said he 
had to earn a title shot. Regal showed up and booked Owens vs. Joe in a non-title match for next 
week.

Taped for June 17th 

Enzo Amore, Big Cass & Carmella downed Blake, Murphy & Alexa Bliss Vaudevillains over Jason 
Jordan & The Kaze.  Kaze was apparently legitimately injured and the match was stopped then 
some EMTs came out to help him to the back. Charlotte over KC.

Mid-South Wrestling (TV #119)
December 17th 1981
Irish McNeil Boys Club: Shreveport, LA. 
Ben Carass.

This week Boyd Pierce was joined by NWA North American Heavyweight Champion, Ted 
Dibiase. Boyd hyped the “Dream Match” fan voting deal again and told the fans they could vote for
“ANY match” they wanted, however once again he made sure to name drop, Dibiase, Andre the 
Giant, Dusty Rhodes, JYD, Afa, Sika & Ernie Ladd. Boyd ran down the card and noted that 
JYD had beaten the Great Kabuki for the Louisiana Heavyweight Championship on December 7th 
in New Orleans. This may or may not be a phantom title change, as I’ve done some investigating 
and can find no evidence of any other matches taking place or even a show being run in New 
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Orleans on December 7th 1981. Dibiase talked about Paul Orndorff countering his Figure Four and
said he was in a lot of pain last week then said he would just have to try and come up with 
something new. 

Brian Blair vs. Tom Renesto Jr. – Blair over in a total enhancement match at 5:01. Not much to 
this one. Dibiase put over his fellow babyface, Blair, who used his “speed” to shine and worked 
over the arm. Criss-Cross alert! Blair showed some wacky 80’s face fire and got the win with the 
Figure Four, which Dibiase made sure to commend. 

Precious Paul Ellering vs. Don Serrano. – Ellering won with the Rude Awakening in 3:02. It was 
another complete squash. Ellering was returning from a six month “injury”, meaning he was off 
working other territories and cut his best Billy Graham impersonation promo before the match. 
Precious Paul was dressed like an amazing toolbag and talked about women and foot-long hotdogs.
Ellering said he wanted to take on the Iron Sheik’s $1000 Persian Clubs challenge. For what it’s 
worth Ellering looked jacked to the gills and was very awkward in the ring, kind of like the team he 
would famously go on to manage later on in the decade.

Non-Title Match: JYD (Louisiana Heavyweight Champion) vs. Mike Boyce. – SQUIZASH for 
JYD in 2:11. Mike Boyce looked amazingly like Bruce Mitchell. JYD won with the Big Thump. 

Paul Orndorff & Bob Orton Jr (Mississippi Heavyweight Champion) vs. Carlos Zapata & 
The Monk. – Orndorff & Orton over at 5:20. The heels beat the hell out of Zapata and Dibiase 
said he was watching very carefully because Orndorff countering his Figure Four. Monk got the hot
tag but was immediately cut of like the biggest geek in the world. Heels landed a nice double team 
move when Orton gave Monk a powerslam and Orndorff dropped an elbow off the top. Orndorff 
put the Monk in the Figure Four for the finish; Dibiase didn’t really say much and could have put 
the spot over a lot more. 

Bob Roop vs. Mike George (Mid-South Tag Team Champion). – Roop via pinfall at 8:54. THIS 
MATCH WAS SO FREAKING AWESOME. George out-wrestled the big heel then Roop tried to
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rough him up but George fired up and landed an Atomic Drop which the people went crazy for. 
Roop raked George’s eyes across all 3 ropes to start the heat and flagrantly cheated to keep the 
advantage. George made a fiery comeback then gave the heel a taste of his own medicine by raking 
Roop’s eyes across the top rope, which I popped for, and he got a near-fall with a Russian leg 
sweep. Roop hung on to the ropes to block a second Russian, but George countered Roop’s 
Shoulder Breaker finish and landed a couple of dropkicks for another near-fall; Roop kicked out 
and sent George to the outside. Both men fought on the apron then Roop avoided a shoulder charge 
and George smashed into the ring post. George made a brief comeback and fought with one arm, 
however Roop sent his shoulder into the post again and got the pin after a jumping knee to the 
injured shoulder.  – This is my favourite match we’ve seen so far from Mid-South TV. It wasn’t 
flashy, but believe me it was as psychologically sound a match as you will ever see. Everything 
made sense and the story was 100% believable, true hallmarks of Bill Watts’ booking philosophy. 

Ed Wiskowski vs. Mike Bond. – Squash for Wiskowski in 1:10. Wiskowski is being built back up 
after losing to Dibiase two weeks ago. He beat Jim Garvin last week and killed Mike Bond here. 
Wiskowski jumped him at the bell like a jerk heel. Finish saw Wiskowski hit a back splash, while 
Bond was in a seated position, then a backbreaker for the pin. – Wiskowski isn’t exactly oozing 
charisma, but at least he hadn’t been saddled with the Colonel DeBeers gimmick by Verne Gagne 
yet.

Iron Sheik w/Skandor Akbar vs. Frank Monte.  – This turned into the Persian Club challenge 
angle, as Reeser Bowden introduced Paul Ellering to take on the Sheik’s dreaded clubs. The deal 
was that whatever number Ellering did Sheikie had to double it or he would be forced to cough up 
$1000. Ellering went first and did 50, which instantly turned him babyface and all the women 
shrieked for big hunky Paul. Akbar said Sheik would show Ellering how it’s done, but only after 
Sheikie’s scheduled match, and offered to double the bounty to $2000. Match was the usual Sheik 
domination, with the finish being his beautiful German suplex at 1:51. Post-match, Akbar protested
and said it would be unfair for Sheik to swing the big heavy clubs after going through such a 
“gruelling” match. As time ran down, Boyd Pierce said “matchmaker” Grizzly Smith would force 
the Sheik to accept the challenge next week and hyped Paul Orndorff vs. Brian Blair for the show
too. 

Another solid week of TV from Mid-South, although unlike the past couple of weeks with heels 
Bob Roop & Ernie Ladd on the call, Dibiase being the whitest of white meat babyfaces made for 
some pretty dull colour commentary. He pretty much played it straight and made sure to toe the 
babyface line, whereas Roop & Ladd would dish out hyperbole by the bowl full and bury the 
babyfaces every chance they got. I can’t say enough good things about the Roop/George match. 
Sadly it seems hard to find online, I believe it is part of DVDVR 80’s project. But it is definitely 
worth hunting down to see the true essence of what pro wrestling is, or what is used to be anyway. 
There was also some nice subtle booking, with Brian Blair & Paul Orndorff both using the Figure
Four to earn victories and to set up their match next week. Everything else was more-or-less 
enhancement matches, expect the Persian Clubs angle which was executed well and they did the old
carny trick of “running out of TV time” so we’ll just have to tune in next week to see what happens!

Bits & Pieces 

Ryan's Misc Ratings 

NXT Takeover: Sasha Banks vs. Becky Lynch **** 
Kevin Owens vs. Sami Zayn *** ½  
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Next Week's Issue 

Next week we look at the ROH/NJPW shows, follow-up to the Steen/Cena angle, Joe, RAW, NXT, 
Mid-South, and more!

Contact

Subscribe Via Email: www.cubedcirclewrestling.com/subscribe-via-email

General Questions/Feedback/Suggestions: ryan@cubedcirclewrestling.com

Ben Carass’s Twitter: @BenCarass

Bryan Rose’ Twitter: @br26

Ryan Clingman’s Twitter : @RyanClingman
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